SHARE A PRACTICE

In May 2022, the International Migration Review Forum (IMRF) will take stock of the progress and achievements made towards implementation of the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration (GCM).

Sharing, learning and showcasing practices that embody the principles, innovation and objectives of the GCM—will be key to the success of the IMRF and onward GCM implementation.

Read below and submit your practice to the Migration Network Hub (Hub). For more information, please contact GCMHub@iom.int.

Practices can be submitted on an ongoing basis. In advance of the launch, there is a first push for practices by 1 FEBRUARY 2022

Turn your experience into knowledge for others

Criteria for submitting practices

Each practice must demonstrate that it is:

• Applied: Successfully implemented at the global, regional, national or local level
• Relevant: Relates to one or more of the 23 GCM objectives
• Recent: Implemented since the GCM was adopted (post-December 2018)
• Innovative: Takes an innovative approach that is worth replicating
• Exemplified GCM Guiding Principles: Adheres to the 10 guiding principles of the GCM

IMPORTANT!

All practices will be peer reviewed by three migration experts against the above requirements, and only if approved, will feature on the Hub.

Submitting a practice

Eligibility: Member States, UN entities, relevant stakeholders (including migrants, diasporas, local communities, civil society, academia, the private sector, parliamentarians, trade unions, National Human Rights Institutions, the media and others)

• The entity responsible for the practice should submit the practice.
• Another entity can submit the practice on the other’s behalf; however, a focal point from the responsible entity must be provided and may be contacted for follow-up.

Content: Prepare the practice in advance using the required template to facilitate submission

Process:
1. Register or log-in to the Hub.
2. Submit your practice using the online form, including supportive pictures, videos etc.; or, exceptionally, email the completed form in Word and submit to GCMHub@iom.int.
3. Peer review begins and, if any, comments or requests for clarification will be consolidated and returned to the focal points.
4. Peer review determination if the practices reflect the criteria and spirit of the GCM.
5. Approved practices are published on the Hub.